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The Glycemic Content 
of Foods in Healthexcel’s  

Metabolic Typing Programs 
 
 
 

The Healthexcel System of Metabolic Typing requires the analysis of 10 Fundamental 
Homeostatic Controls, including the autonomic, oxidative and endocrine systems, for the 
proper determination of individual metabolic categories and thereby nutritional requirements. 
The discovery of the significance of analyzing all of these systems eventually led to further 
understanding of The Dominance Factor, specifically as it applies to the Glycemic Index. 
 
You will recall that the Dominance Factor, or perhaps "principle" is a better term as applied 
here, says that how any given nutrient affects any given individual, depends entirely on what 
system is dominant in that individual. For example, potassium or a piece of fruit (which is also 
high in potassium) in an Autonomic Dominant causes a shift toward Parasympathetic strength, 
resulting in a systemic shift toward alkalinity, serving as a basis for the expression of 
hypoactive-type symptoms. But, potassium or fruit in an Oxidative Dominant has the exact 
opposite effect -- a shift toward Fast Oxidation, resulting in a systemic shift toward acidity, 
serving as a basis for the expression of hyperactive-type symptoms. 
 
There are several important practical implications which result from this understanding which, 
if fully understood and properly implemented, can really significantly aid any nutritional 
approach to health. The first of these is an enhanced ability to understand why we are the way 
we are. It is one thing to be given the diagnosis of a skin rash. It is quite another to understand 
that as a Parasympathetic Dominant you are eating too much fruit, becoming too alkaline, 
disturbing calcium metabolism, . . . which has, therefore, resulted in the rash. Or, it is one thing 
to realize, "Oh, I feel so angry and irritable." But, it is quite another to understand that as a 
Sympathetic Dominant you have been eating too much meat, or as a Fast Dominant you have 
been eating too much fruit, which has made you too acid, providing a biochemical environment 
naturally conducive to the manifestation of anger and irritability. 
 
Another practical implication is the realization of the fallacy of an allopathic, symptom 
treatment approach with nutrition. Stated simply, a primary axiom of The Healthexcel System 
of Metabolic Typing is that you must first understand the Metabolic Type before you can know 
how to balance body chemistry because any adverse symptom can arise from opposite 
biochemical imbalances (in different metabolic types). For example, an alkaline-based 
depression can be caused by too much potassium and corrected by calcium in an Autonomic 
Dominant, but it can also be caused by too much calcium and corrected by potassium in an 
Oxidative Dominant! Here we see an expression of the biochemical reality of one person’s 
“medicine” being another’s “poison”. 
 
A third implication is that the acid or alkaline effect of a food on biochemistry depends not so 
much on its ash, but rather on what Fundamental Homeostatic Control is dominating in the 
individual, and is thus being primarily influenced by the food. Fruit, usually producing an 
alkaline ash, can cause a systemic shift toward alkalinity in an Autonomic Dominant, but in an 
Oxidative Dominant the same fruit can cause a move toward acidity by increasing the rate of 
cellular oxidation via glycolysis, thereby increasing venous CO2 and carbonic acid. 
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Probably the most significant implication of the Dominance Factor is that it allows us to select 
the proper nutrients for the metabolic type. In order to do so, however, a way had to be found 
to distinguish autonomic from oxidative dominance. The means to this end we originally 
determined to be through the categorization of characteristics. All characteristics which pertain 
to the process of Metabolic Typing can be broken down into three basic categories: Physical, 
Diet-Related and Psychological (mental, emotional, energy-related). Although the Oxidation 
Rate can have an influence on some physical traits (e.g., dry skin, rashes, etc.), the majority of 
physical characteristics (e.g., height, pupil size, muscle bulk, etc.) relate to the autonomic 
system. Thus, the diet-related characteristics and those pertaining to the psychological realm 
are the most useful to distinguish autonomic from oxidative dominance. The breakdown was 
thus determined to be as follows:  
 
SYMPATHETIC FAST (Non-Classic Type) The Sympathetic and the Fast Oxidizer share 
very similar mental characteristics and both tend to be acidic, but they differ dramatically in 
terms of diet-related traits. The Sympathetic does well on Group 1 foods (high potassium/low 
calcium, high fruits, vegetables, grains, low fat, low protein, low purine proteins), and poorly 
on Group 2 foods (high calcium/low potassium, low fruits, vegetables, grains, high protein and 
fat, high purine proteins). For example, fruit will help calm the sympathetic system; red meat 
will tend to stimulate it. On the other hand, the acidic Fast Oxidizer does better on Group 2 
foods and not so well on Group 1 foods. For example, red meat will tend to slow the rate of 
oxidation (alkalinize); fruit will tend to increase the rate of oxidation (acidify). Thus, diet-
related traits distinguish Autonomic from Oxidative dominance in the SYM FAST. 
 
SYMPATHETIC SLOW (Classic Type) The Sympathetic tends to be acid; the Slow 
Oxidizer tends to be alkaline. Both do well on Group 1 foods. These foods shift the 
Sympathetic more alkaline, but move the Slow more acid by increasing the rate of oxidation. 
However, the Sympathetic and the Slow differ dramatically in their psychological profile. The 
Sympathetic tends to be hyperactive (motivated, aggressive, nervous); the Slow tends to be 
hypoactive (apathetic, passive, sedative). Thus, psychological traits distinguish Autonomic 
from Oxidative dominance in the SYM SLOW. 
 
PARASYMPATHETIC FAST (Classic Type) The Parasympathetic tends to be alkaline; the 
Fast Oxidizer tends to be acid. Both do well on Group 2 foods. These foods shift the 
Parasympathetic more acid, but move the Fast more alkaline by decreasing the rate of 
oxidation. However, the Parasympathetic and the Fast differ dramatically in their psychological 
profile. The Parasympathetic tends to be hypoactive (calm, unconcerned, depressed); the Fast 
tends to be hyperactive (jittery, obsessive, anxious). Thus, psychological traits distinguish 
Autonomic from Oxidative dominance in the PARA FAST. 
 
PARASYMPATHETIC SLOW (Non-Classic Type) The Parasympathetic and the Slow 
share very similar mental characteristics and both tend to be alkaline, but they differ 
dramatically in terms of diet-related traits. The Parasympathetic does well on Group 2 foods, 
and poorly on Group 1 foods. For example, red meat will stimulate the sympathetic system; 
fruit will stimulate (further) the parasympathetic system. On the other hand, the Slow does 
better on Group 1 foods and not so well on Group 2 foods. For example, fruit will tend to 
increase the rate of oxidation; red meat will tend to slow (further) the rate of oxidation. Thus, 
diet-related traits distinguish autonomic from oxidative dominance in the PARA SLOW. 
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With this short review fresh in our minds, we are now ready to consider some additional 
information to add to our growing stockpile of criteria for addressing metabolic individuality. 
It pertains primarily to the influence of certain foods on FAST OXIDIZERS, particularly in 
relation to distinguishing between Parasympathetic Autonomic Dominance and Fast Oxidative 
Dominance. 
 
You will recall that both the Parasympathetic and the Fast require Group 2 nutrients to balance 
body chemistry. For the most part they appear to share very similar dietary tolerances. The 
major differences recognized dietary reactions initially had been seen in the variances in their 
reactions to grains. The alkaline Para, who genetically does well on food indigenous to the 
northern climes, usually found grain to be an excellent source of complex carbohydrate as well 
as being slightly acidifying for their alkaline chemistry. 
 
The Fast Dominant, however, as we know can get into trouble with grains due to their phytate 
content. The Fast Oxidizer has a particular sensitivity to nutritional influences on his calcium 
metabolism. Since phytates tend to lower calcium levels, they can cause problems in the Fast 
Dominant who by definition already suffers from a calcium deficiency and therefore has a 
drastic need to elevate calcium levels in order to slow his rate of oxidation. 
 
A further distinction between the two metabolic categories was uncovered in 1985. Unlike the 
previous distinction which related to the mineral balance, this deviation does not relate to the 
mineral balance but to what is known as the glycemic content of foods. 
 
Previously to this discovery, it was believed that both the Fast and the Para did well on root 
vegetables. The basis for this assumption was that the general vitamin and mineral content of 
those foods suited the nutritional requirements of both metabolic categories. Also, it is the root 
vegetables which were raised well in northern climes and could be kept through the winter in 
the "root cellars." So, it also made sense from that standpoint, and indeed held true for the 
PARA FAST in the Para Autonomic Dominant. 
 
But in the Fast Oxidative Dominant, somewhat of a different reaction can occur. 
Characteristically, the Fast Dominant has a tendency to have blood sugar fluctuations, tending 
toward hypoglycemia. Hence, as a general rule they do not do well on sugar products, 
particularly if eaten without fat and/or protein with them. It just so happens that all 
carbohydrates, which of course are turned into glucose by the body, are not converted at the 
same rate. Therefore, different carbohydrates can have different effects on blood sugar 
fluctuations.  
 
Although foods may contain approximately the same amount of carbohydrates and calories, 
they do not contain the same kinds of carbohydrates and they do not necessarily have the same 
effect on blood sugar. Thus, foods have been rated and placed on what is called the 
GLYCEMIC INDEX. The higher a food is on the glycemic index, the more it will tend to raise 
blood sugar. This can have significant consequences for the Fast Dominant metabolizer. A list 
of the GLYCEMIC INDICES OF FOODS is provided below for your convenience. 
 
Looking at the index, it is interesting to note that potatoes at 98 and carrots at 92, the 
vegetable mainstays of the Para Dominant, are some of the foods with the highest glycemic 
content. Note also the ratings of the sugars: 110 for maltose, 100 for glucose, 87 for honey, 59 
for sucrose, and the amazingly low rating of 20 for fructose.  
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Through clinical experience it has been discovered that in some Fast Dominant metabolizers, 
the high glycemic foods are not handled well. They can initiate blood sugar/energy 
fluctuations. They can also be the cause of a "still hungry" feeling even after a big meal, a 
particularly critical situation for anyone trying to curb appetite for weight loss reasons. But this 
time, the effect of the food on the metabolic type primarily stems not from the vitamin/mineral 
content, but from the glycemic content of the food. Even though the vitamin/mineral ratio of 
the root vegetables should support the metabolism of the Fast Dominant, in some types, the 
glycemic content of the food was determined to be the primary influence at the basis of 
adversity. 
 
This information may prove invaluable to you in helping to fine tune a client's program. A case 
study that generated this discovery can help illustrate this point: 

 
Work had been done for some time with a certain PARA FAST. A great deal of time and effort had 
been put into working with the proper metabolic type diet in an effort to fine tune her metabolism. 
During the winter months, this person was very fond of homemade soups and bread. As a PARA 
FAST, she was careful to have plenty of root vegetables, grain, and plenty of protein from cheese 
and chicken (or meat) with her soups, as well as to faithfully take her Group 2 supplements, which 
of course were high in calcium. From the standpoint of energy and well-being, she fared quite well. 
But, there was still one problem. After her (soup) meal she felt quite hungry, often to the point of 
feeling ravenous. 

 
Believing with the certainty born of past experience that the problem was simply that she was 
getting too much potassium which was increasing her para and/or her fast system(s), thereby 
increasing her appetite, it was recommended she increase her calcium supplementation. 
Significantly, this had no noticeable effect. We then increased the protein (chicken) portion, again 
with no positive result. We then increased the fat portion by adding more cheese -- again to no 
avail.  
 
Remarkably, when the carrots and potatoes were removed and non-starchy vegetables were 
substituted in their place, the hunger pangs were not felt. In their place was the normal and desired 
sense of fullness and satisfaction from the meal.  
 
The adverse effects of the starchy vegetables on the fast dominant was further substantiated by 
reducing the previously added protein, fat and calcium to their original levels at the time of the 
complaint with no adverse reaction whatsoever! When the carrots and potatoes were again added 
to the soup, the hunger pangs and dissatisfied appetite returned. 

 
One cannot help but feel a profound sense of how little we know, how terrifically much more 
there is still to learn, to realize and to understand. Yet, at the same time there is a feeling of 
profound gratefulness for what we have come to comprehend, for with our system of 
metabolic typing we have at least a framework, a reference point against which we can 
perceive, measure and evaluate new information as it comes our way. The challenge is indeed 
upon us!  
 

W.L. Wolcott 
Winthrop, 1987 
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Glycemic Indices Of Foods 
 
 

LISTED BY NUMBER    LISTED BY CATEGORY 
 ________________________________________   _______________CANDY_________________ 
110       * MALTOSE             68   Mars bar       
100       * GLUCOSE                                                  ________________________________________   _______________DAIRY_________________ 
98   potatoes, russet       36   ice cream      
97   parsnips                yogurt         
92   carrots              34   milk, whole    

                                         32   milk, skim     ________________________________________ 
87       * HONEY                ________________FISH__________________ 
80   corn flakes           38   fish sticks    
   potatoes, instant                                           ________________________________________   ________________FRUIT_________________ 
72   w. w. bread          64   raisins        
   white rice           62   bananas        
71   millet                46   orange juice   
70   potatoes, white      45   grapes         
                                          40   oranges        ________________________________________   39   apples         
69   white bread          34   pears           
68   Mars bar             29   peaches          
67   shredded wheat       26    grapefruit    
66   brown rice           25   plum           
   muesli               23   cherries       
64   raisins                                                   
   beets                  _______________GRAINS_________________ 
                                          80   corn flakes     ________________________________________   72   white rice     
59       * SUCROSE              72   w. w. bread    
   pastry                71   millet         
   sweet corn           69   white bread    
54   buckwheat            67   shredded heat 
51   All-Bran             66   brown rice     
   buckwheat            66   muesli         
   peas, frozen         59   sweet corn     
   potato chips         59   pastry         
   yams                 51     buckwheat     
50   white spaghetti      51   All-BRAN       
                                          50    white spaghetti 

     49   oatmeal        ________________________________________   46   sponge cake    
49   oatmeal              42   w. w. spaghetti 
40   potatoes, sweet        42   rye bread       
46   sponge cake                                                
   orange juice         __________________MEAT_________________ 
45   grapes               28   sausage        
42   rye bread                                                  
   w. w. spaghetti      __________________NUTS_________________ 
40   oranges              13   peanuts         
   baked beans                                                

                                        _________________SUGAR_________________ ________________________________________   110   MALTOSE  (from starch)       
39   apples               100   GLUCOSE  (from starch – blood sugar)      
38   fish sticks          87   HONEY           
   tomato soup          59   SUCROSE  ((from sugar cane and beet) 
36   ice cream            20   FRUCTOSE  (from fruit)      
   butter beans                                               
   yogurt               _______________VEGETABLES______________ 
   chick-peas           98   potatoes, russet  
   lima beans           97   parsnips        
34   milk, whole          92   carrots         
   pears                 80   potatoes, instant mashed 
33   black-eyed peas      70   potatoes, sweet   
32   milk, skim           64   beets           
                                          51   peas, frozen    ________________________________________   51   potato chips    
29   peaches              51   yams            
   kidney beans         48   potatoes, sweet   
   lentils               40   baked beans, canned 
28   sausage              38   tomato soup     
26   grapefruit           36   chick-peas      
25   plums                36   lima beans      
26   grapefruit           33   black-eyed peas 
23   cherries             29   kidney beans    
20       * FRUCTOSE             29   lentils         
                                          15   soy beans       ________________________________________ 
15   soy beans           
13   peanuts       


